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ABSTRACT. A n ew advance since about 1954 of the g laciers d escending on a ll sides of the g reat volca nic 
mounta in Beerenberg (2,277 m.) on the isla nd of J a n Mayen (Iat. 710 N., long. 80 W .) has been repo rted . 
Annual precipi tation in the a rea app ears to have risen fairl y steadily and in the 1950'S had a lmost do ubled 
as compared wi th the 1920'S. O ther p laces around the Greenland Sea show subs tan tia l increases of 
p recipi tation a fter 1920 as compa red w ith the 19 10-20 ra te, but mos tl y a t ta ined a maximum in the 1930's 
o r around 1940. Pe riodicities a re brie fl y discussed as well as ~ecular cha nge. T empera tures a t J a n M ayen 
have fa ll en som ewha t since the 1930's but they have not a ltered much since th e 1940 's. The likely causes in 
te rms of changes o f the a tmospheri c c ircula tion and oth e r c ircumstances, including lag in the g laciers' 
response, a re briefl y discussed. T he increase of precipitation seems to be the m a in , a lmost the sole, causa tive 
factor in the glacial advance. 

R EsuME. D epuis en viron 1954 on a signale une nouvelle avance des g lacie rs descendant sur toutes les 
faces de la g ra nde montagne volca niq ue Beerenberg (227 7 m ) sur I'IIe de J a n M ayen (Ia t. 7 IO N; long. 
80 W ). Les p recipita tions annuelles dans celte zone semblent avoir augm ente d 'une fa<;on re lativement 
s table et on t presque double dans les cinq ua ntes par ra pport a celles des vingts . D 'au tres endroits a u tour de 
la Mer d u Grocnland mont rent des accroissements nota bles d es precipita tions apres 1920 en compa ra ison 
avec les valeurs d e 19 10- 20, mais le p lus souvent elles ont a tteint un maximum dans les trentes o u a utour 
d e 1940. Les p eriodicites sont bri evemen t d iscutees a ussi bien que le changement seculaire. Les temp era tures 
a J a n Mayen on t baisse q uelque peu a partir des tren tes m a is el les n'ont pas c ha nge beaucoup d epuis 1940. 
On d iscute bri evem en t les causes p ro ba bies en fonction d es cha ngements de la c irculation atmosph eriq uc et 
d'au tres possibili tes comprenant le dephasage dans la n' ponse d es g lacicrs. L 'accroissement des prec ip ita tions 
sem ble etre le princip al , p resque le seul , facteur causal d e I'avance glacia ire. 

ZUSA MM ENFASSUNG. Es liegen Beri chte e,bcr einen neuen Vors lOss, seit etwa 1954 vor, der Gle tscher , di e 
a ll seits von dem g rossen Vulka n Beerenberg (2277 m ) a uf J a n M ayen (7 , 0 N geogr. Breite; 80 W geogr. 
L a nge) abfliessen . D er j a hrli che N ied erschlag in diesem Gebie t scheint an na hernd stetig a ngest igen Zll 

sein und hat si ch in d en 50er-Ja hren gegenuber den 20er-J a hren beina he verdo ppelt. Andere Orte urn d ie 
G riinla nd-See zeigen wesenlli che Zun a hme des N iederschlagcs nach 1920 gegcnuber den M cngen von 
19 10- 20, erreichten aber ihr Maxim um meist in den 30er-J a hren oder urn 1940. P eriodizitaten und sakula re 
Schwankungen werd en kurz disku tie rt . Die Temperaturen a uf J a n Mayen sind seit den 30er-J.,hren e twas 
gefa llen, ha ben sich a ber seit den 40er-Ja hren nicht wesentlich geandert . Z ur E rkla rung werden A nderungen 
in del' a tmospha rischen Zirkula tion he rangezogen ; a ndere Cegebenheiten, w ie die Verziigerung in deI' 
R eaktion del' C le tsch er, werden kurz disku tien . Die Z una hme des Niederschlages schein t die wichtigstc , 
wenn n ich t uberha upt die einzige, Ursache fCir den G le tschervorstoss Zll sein. 

STA T E OF THE JAN M A Y EN GLACI E R S 

T he [959 and 196[ University of London Jan Mayen and Beerenberg Expeditio ns have 
reported a new advance of most of the island 's glacie rs, estimated to d a te from a bo ut 1954 
a nd to have accelerated since [959 . M easurements were concentra ted o n the southern g lacier, 
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TAB LE 1. V AR IATIONS OF S0RB REEN, J AN M AY EN 

Observation source 

William Scoresby, jr. 
Norwegian Nor th A tla nti c Expedition 
A ustrian Pola r Year Expedi tion 
Imperi a l College E xpedition 
Aeria l photogra ph 
Norwegian Survey (map published 1959) 
University of London J a n M ayen Exp edition 
University of London Beerenberg Expedition 
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Horizontal distallce q;" SilO lit 
from the sea 

m. 

Discha rg ing into the sea 
Snout just reaching the sea 

80 (approx.) 
930 
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12 10 
1063 
939 
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Sorbreen, which has its origin in the ice fields on the upper part of the mountain outside the 
crater. This is the most accessible of the Jan Mayen glaciers and has been most frequently 
reported on in the past. Previous observations are summarized in Table I. 

Eruptions of the volcano may have disturbed the glaciers a century and more ago, and 
must be considered if only to dismiss them as regards any significant interference with the 
response of the glaciers to the changing climate. The island is elongated in a north-east to 
south-west direction, the volcano Beerenberg (2,277 m. ) occupying the north-eastern end and 
being 15 km. broad at sea-level; a low-lying neck in the middle of the island joins this mountain 
to another piece of mountainous terrain forming the south-western end of Jan Mayen, which 
is almost 60 km. long. The isthmus, on or near which the weather station has always been 
situated since it began in 1921, has been built up materially by lava flows since the island was 
first known in the early seventeenth century, and a small off-lying isle has become joined on 
at this point. Eruptions were observed in 1732 (only fire and ash for 28 hours), 1746 and 1818. 
Continued activity was indicated b y steam issuing from the south-western end in 1882- 83, 
though abnormal heat flow at this point would not affect the glaciers. The eruption in 1818 
may have melted some of the ice observed by Scoresby the year before, but it was not a great 
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Fig. l. Trends at Jan M~yerl . (a) Temperature. (b) Precipitation. Bold curues, smoothed. Narrow line indicates yearly values 
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eruption and from the position of the erupting point any effect on the glaciers was probably 
negligible. 

Scoresby revisited the island in 1834, but no noteworthy change in the glaciers seems to 
have been reported; the lack of sea ice anywhere in the vicinity in that year was the remarkable 
feature. The island was visited again in July 1856 by Lord Dufferin who found it heavily 
beset by the sea ice: from his difficulty in getting ashore at any point- his first approach was 
evidently opposite Sorbreen though he tried all the eastern and northern sides- and his 
account of "seven enormous glaciers roll[-ing] down into the sea" it appears that the ice cover 
on Beerenberg was probably greater than either in 18q or 1876. Lord Dufferin's is the only 
known observation from this period which probably contained the climax of the glaciation. 

Retreat of the glacier snouts had certainly begun by 1882, a time when some deficiency 
of precipitation is more likely to have been responsible than change of temperature, since it 
was a cold epoch with much sea ice. After 1882 there was a great retreat, in which rising 
temperatures must ultimately have played some part. This was followed by some advance in 
the cold decade 1910-19 to a stand around 1920 which has left ice-cored moraines (though 
some of these are being absorbed by the now advancing ice). The advance to the 1920 stand 
may be associated partly with increased precipitation in the decade of vigorous atmospheric 
circulation and cyclonic activity about fifteen years earlier-cf. the precipitation curves for 
Bodo and Teigarhorn in Figure 3 and the circulation maps for 1900- 09 in Lamb and Johnson 
(1959, 1961 ). By 1938 (Jennings, 1948) the glaciers were in rapid retreat and this continued 
through (or after) the cold years 1940- 42. There was a few months' interruption of weather 
observations on Jan Mayen in 1940- 42, occasioned by the war. It can, however, be accepted 
that these years of the great European winters were particularly cold years at J an Mayen and 
probably elsewhere in the Norwegian sector of the Arctic (Hesselberg and Johannessen, 1958). 
There was also a change of observing site 5- 6 km. across to the north-west shore of the 
isthmus, which appears unimportant in relation tu the scale of the mountain to the north-east 
of both sites and the magnitude of the trend towards greater precipitation. 

The 1961 observations showed features characteristic of an advancing glacier. The snout 
had not only advanced but had thickened and the terminal ice wall had increased in height. 
The breadth of the glacier had also increased. Surface flow rates measured by lines of stakes 
set up across the glacier at altitudes about 100, 300 and 900 m. increased with height (being 
respectively 4·6,6'9 and 32.8 cm. /day over the summer season mid-June to mid-August). 

TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION AT JAN MAYEN 

In Figure 1 the yearly average surface temperature and total precipitation figures for Jan 
Mayen have been smoothed by a [4-] [4] smoothing function, namely the operator 

16 {Yn-3 + 2Yn_, + 3Yn_l + 4Y n+ 3Y n+l+ 2Yn+, + Yn+d, 
where Y n stands for the value for the year nand Y n - I for the value for the year before nand 
so on. Values for the individual years are shown by a narrow line. In this the change of site 
of the observing station during the war has been ignored on the grounds that there was no 
semblance of effects likely to be attributable to it, nor was the change such that for topo
graphical reasons any obvious effects (except perhaps on winds from the north-east) would be 
expected. In the period 1941 to 1948 there were several further slight changes of site believed 
trivial in relation to the magnitudes of the trends appearing in the Jan Mayen temperature 
and precipitation series. Values are plotted against year n in Figure 1. 

The trend of annual mean surface temperature at Jan Mayen since the 1920'S is in close 
agreement with the trend of indices of the vigour of the general atmospheric circulation over 
the North Atlantic (Lamb and Johnson, 1959, 1961 ). It is to be expected that epochs of 
maximum vigour of the atmospheric circulation should coincide with least cold conditions in 
the Arctic, owing to the increased exchange with other latitudes. Maximum strength of the 
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surface winds in and around Greenland, Spitsbergen and the seas north of Iceland around 
1930-38, followed by less frequent gales there since and increasing windiness soulh of Iceland, 
is also apparent from the wind observations at land stations and from ships at sea (Lamb, 
1957) . It is also known that the sea ice was being driven out of the central Arctic in the 1930's 
and melting off east Greenland at rates unmatched before or since in the years of which we 
have any adequate record. 

There was no further fall of temperature at J an Mayen from the 1940's to the 1950's, the 
two decade means being inappreciably different from each other. In this, however, Jan Mayen 
appears as a somewhat localized exception to a general cooling of the Arctic surface temper
atures by 10 C. or rather more from the 1940's to 1950'S (Mitchell, 1961, in press), which has 
produced symptoms of a modest increase of the sea ice- cf. figures for overall area of the ice 
and its incidence at the coast of Iceland given by Lamb and Johnson (1959, p. 124) . 

The net fall of annual mean surface temperature at Jan Mayen from +0'060 C. in the 
warmest decade 1927- 36 to - 0' 35 0 C. in the latest decade 1952- 6 I , though slight, is 
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statistically significant at about the 3 per cent level (Student's t-test) . 1955 was decidedly 
colder than any year in the warmest decade and 1952, 1954 and 1959 were all comparable 
with the two coldest years of the time around 1930. 

Changes of upper air temperature over Jan Mayen are examined in Figure 2. Actual 
annual mean temperatures observed over Jan Mayen at the 850, 700 and 500 mb. levels are 
only shown from 1955, taken from Monthly Climatic DataJor the World (U.S. Weather Bureau) . 
1,000- 500 mb. thickness values can, however, be carried back to 1947 (top two curves in 
Figure 2) by interpolation from the isopleths drawn on the charts of the British and German 
weather services, based upon the network of radio-sonde ascents in Greenland, Iceland and 
Europe. The topmost curve (Fig. 2) shows the result of a [4-] [4] smoothing of the annual 
thickness values seen in the graph just below it. A change of 20 m. in 1,000- 500 mb. 
thickness corresponds to a 1° C. change in the mean temperature of the air column. It must 
be admitted that the apparent rising trend of upper air temperatures over the years available 
is small, amounting to something less than a degree Celsius, and cannot be verified as beyond 
the limits of observational inhomogeneities. Few, if any, trends of upper air temperature over 
the Arctic have so far been published. This first fragment of evidence, if real, may represent a 
somewhat local peculiarity of Jan Mayen- as in the case of the surface temperatures which 
remained steady or slightly rising there from the 1940's to the 1950's. The evidence is 
important in the present connection, however, as indicating that the beginnings of advance 
in theJan Mayen glaciers, particularly at the higher levels, are unlikely to be attributable to a 
down-turn of the temperatures prevailing. 

From Figure I (b) it does appear that there should be some noticeable results from the 
great increase of precipitation at Jan Mayen, amounting to nearly 100 per cent since the 
1920'S, with possibly some contributory effect attributable to the slight fall of temperature 
away from the level of 1930. Both, however, imply a lag of about 15 years in the response of 
the S0rbre snout to changes of atmospheric conditions, unless we are to attribute a decisive 
and surely inordinate importance to the individual cold years since 1940- 43, viz. 1948 and 
1955, both of which were dry by comparison with the recent average ( 1948 T1/I - I ·2 ° C., 
R 535 mm.; 1955 T 1/1 - 1.5° C., R 672 mm. ) . The change of precipitation from the earliest 
decade to the latest appears highly significant in the statistical sense (0· I per cent level 
passed, Student's I-test) . 

PRECIPITATION CHANGES AT DIFFERENT PLACES IN THIS SECTOR OF THE ARCTIC AND 

SUB-ARCTIC 

The magnitude of the rainfall changes in this region accompanying the better-known 
changes of temperature and circulation regime in the Arctic does not seem to have come to 
notice hitherto in the meteorological literature. The percentage changes at several of the 
stations discussed below exceed the greatest changes known to the authors to have been 
reported in other parts of the world. 

Figure 3 shows the rainfall curves for Jan Mayen (Iat. 7 I ° N., long. 8° W. ) ; Bod0, Norway 
(Iat. 67 ° N., long. 14° E .); Angmagssalik, south-east Greenland (lat. 65·5° N., long. 
37.5° W. ) ; Stykkisholm, west Iceland (Iat. 65° N., long. 22.5° W. ) ; Teigarhorn, east Iceland 
(lat. 64· 5° N., long. 14° W. ) and Thorshavn (H0jvig), Faeroe Islands (lat. 62 ° N., long. 
6.5° W.)-a selection of places around the Norwegian/Greenland Sea and north-eastern 
Atlantic, taken from World Weather Records and the Danish and Norwegian Year Books, and 
chosen in the belief that the known changes of site are unlikely in these cases to have produced 
effects comparable in magnitude with the large trends indicated in the region. Unfortunately 
no curve covering a sufficiently long period of years can be shown for Spitsbergen or points 
north of Angmagssalik in east Greenland because of short or broken records and changes of 
site. All the curves have been smoothed as in Figure I. 
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Fig. 3. Annual precipitation totals. Bold curves, smoothed. Narrow line indicates yearly values. Years with missing months havl 
been omitted 

It seems possible to explain many of the features of these precipitation trends by reference 
to changes in prevailing depression tracks and wind directions indicated by the circulation 
studies of Lamb and Johnson (1959, 1961 ), Petterssen (1949) and others; The period of 
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generally low rainfall in the region a round 19 I 0- 20 was a time when the Atlantic cyclonic 
activity tended to keep away to the south-west of Iceland or near south Greenland, as 
indicated by the exceptional case of Angmagssalik where this meant more onshore winds 
and precipita tion was correspondingly high. Precipita tion increased after 1920 at a ll the other 
places examined, as cyclonic activity became more vigorous and spread farther north, up to 
the 1930's or early 1940's . At its climax this trend probably introduced a tendency for some 
d ecrease of ra infall at the Faeroe Islands in the southernmost pa rt of the region examined , 
because of less frequent depressions in their v icinity. The particula rly sharp decline 0 (' 

precipita tion in eastern Icela nd a fter the mid- 1930's may partly be due to lee effec t, in crea~ 

ingly frequent westerly winds accompanying d epressions centred well to the north. Precipi
tation a t Spitsbergen certa inly increased up to 1940, though some dry years in the early 
1930's produced a marked oscilla tion. It seem s probable that these variations corresponded 
fairl y well with the frequen cy of depressions near Spitsbergen. S ince the la te 1940's many of 
these trends have reversed: this too corresponds with a marked new trend of the circulation 
patterns with the depressions m ore frequently foll owing sou thern tracks nea r the Faeroe 
Islands and east Iceland. 

Thc continued slight upwa rd trend of precipitation am oun t a t J an Mayen appears as a n 
en igma in the light of this latest circulat ion development. At the same time as the depressions 
have reverted to more southern tracks average atmospheric pressure has risen a nd northerly 
wind components have increased in frequency. (Yearly mean pressure values for 195 1- 60 
were above the 1900- 39 norma l by 3'0 mb. in central Green la nd at lat. 70° N., long. 40° W. 
a nd by 0'9 mb. a tJan M ayen .) One possible expla na tion of the precipita tion is tha t moisture 
content in the warm a irmass involved in fronta l rain- and snowfa ll has probably con tinued 
to increase, as the secular rise of sea tempera ture has continued east of Iceland a nd in the 
eastern part of the Norwegian Sea or no more than levelled ofT in the very latest years (see, 
for instance, R oll ( 196 1) and values [or the Norwegian weather ship station M (lat. 66° N., 
long. 2° E. )) . 

Precipitation is fairl y well distri buted around the year at a ll th e places here represented 
but with a distinct maximum in the six months September to February- at Jan Mayen these 
months account for about two-thirds of the a nnual total. Variations ofth e Jan M ayen glaciers 
over the whole period of observa tion since , 817 show some in verse correspondence with the 
pressure level a t Trondheim, particula rly in D ecember, J anua ry and February, which suggests 
tha t prevalence of low pressure over the Norwegia n Sea and concomita nt frequency of 
cyclonic snowfall has perhaps been the most important control of these glaciers over a ll this 
time. T his is not an unambiguo us index, however, since periods of unusually high pressure at 
Trondheim must usually be accompanied by an excess of southe rl y winds over the Norwegian 
Sea and warm air advection at J an Mayen. Figure 4 illustrates the trend of pressure a t 
Trondheim in the months na m ed in this paragraph. 

CONDITIONS AT SPITSBERGEN 

For comparison, Figure 5 shows the cha nges of prevailing temperature in summer and 
winter a t Isfjord Radio Station, Vestspitsbergen (lat. 78° 04' N., long. 13° 38' E. ) by 
five-year mean departures from the 19 I 2- 30 period average . This was the method of presenting 
a homogeneous observation series adop ted by H esselberg and J oha nnessen (1958) , and their 
fi gures have been brought up to da te using data broadcast under World M eteorological 
Organization arrangements in m onthl y CLIMAT messages a nd Monthly Climatic DatafoT the 
World (U.S . W eather Bureau ) . 

The slight reversal of the a nnual temperature trend since the 1930's so far affects only 
winter and spring; the m os t r ecent summers and autumns h ave ranked with or near the 
warmest. Nevertheless, the former genera l retreat of Spitsbergen glaciers is believed to 
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have greatly slowed down in the last few years, and one or two glaciers have shown signs of 
advance since 1957 (Kosiba, 1960). It does not seem likely that the colder winters and springs 
would produce a reversal of the glacier regime. 
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Fig. 4. Mean sea-level pressure at Trondheim (lat. 63.40 N. , long. 10.5
0 E.) 

There are no indications of recent increase of precipitation at Spitsbergen, though the 
matter cannot be studied satisfactorily because of changes of observing station in 1930 and 
1934 and several years' break in the series in the war. The figures for the observing stations 
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near the west coast suggest a material reduction of the annual precipitation totals since the 
peak amounts measured in the late 1920'S and 1936- 40. The average yearly totals measured 
at the Gronfjord site (lat. 78° 21' N., long. 14° 14' E.) in 1921- 29 were 27 per cent, in 1926- 29 
49 per cent, above the 1912- 20 figure; and at the present site the average yearly totals 
measured in 1936- 40 were 48 per cent above the 1947- 58 figure. H owever, on a rugged island 
with mountains up to 10400 m . high and where winds with easterly components prevail, the 
trend of precipitation measured at just one part of the west coast is clearly an insufficient 
guide to variations in the moisture supply to the glaciers. 
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Fig. 5. Spitsbergen (lsjjord Radio) : de/Jartllres of average temperature for the slimmer ( Julle, July, August ) and winter (December, 
January, February) from the average for [91 2 - 30 (5-yr. mean departures ) 

Evidently the position at Spitsbergen cannot be resolved as yet. The relevant precipitation 
trend over the mountains may in reality be not so unlike that at J an Mayen. It is established 
that the percentage changes of equivalent rainfall on the west coast since 1912- 20 have been 
of as striking magnitude as at Jan Mayen , though in the case of Spitsbergen changes in 
frequency of east winds, and hence of the orographic effect, must play a significant part as 
well as changes of frequency of depressions in the vicinity. 

Changes of prevailing wind direction at the Isfjord Radio station, Spitsbergen do indicate 
fewer cyclones in the highest latitudes since 1935- 40. Comparisons are complicated by the 
adoption of thirty-degree sectors instead of octants for wind-direction statistics since 1949; 
this can, however, be overcome by quoting only ratios of the frequencies of easterly and 
westerly or northerly and southerly components as is done in Table 11. The figures are for 
the whole year. 

TABLE H. WINDS AT ISF]ORD RADIO, SPITSBERGEN 

Frequency 
Ratio Ratio Number of 

----+ E/W N / S calms 

1935- 40 2·3 1·7 20·3 
1947- 58 3· 1 2· 1 34·7 

Clearly the increased frequency of easterly winds since the war implies that the sharp 
decrease of precipitation on the west coast may not have been accompanied by such a great 
decrease, or even by any decrease at a ll, in the precipitation on the east side or over the 
Spitsbergen mountains . 
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These are points that might usefully be investigated by glaciological techniques on the ice 
in the interior of the island of Vestspitsbergen. 

PERIODICITIES IN THE PRECIPITATION OVER THE JAN MAYEN REGION 

The precipitation changes were examined for possible traces of periodicities. This is an 
aspect of meteorological variations which has seldom proved rewarding. Among the reasons 
are, first, that few of the agencies responsible, and perhaps only those changes in the energy 
supply which are produced by the regular astronomical motions of Earth and Sun, etc., really 
approximate to the form of a sine wave; secondly, that such periodicities as have been found 
seldom account for more than a small fraction of the variations occurring. For the latter 
reason, the discovery of a periodic variation does not usually solve the problem of forecasting. 
Where so much obscurity exists, there is a prospect that discoveries of further suggested 
periodicities will not be made much use of. Periodogram analysis of the curves here presented 
did in fact suggest several periodicities with indications of regular phase differences between 
different parts of the region, but in no case was it possible to establish the validity of the 
periodicity beyond argument. Most interest attaches to indications of a 2 · 2-year period in the 
precipitation at Jan Mayen, which is possibly statistically significant, though the main 
grounds for believing in the probable existence of a physical cause are to be found in indi
cations of an apparent periodicity of just this length (26 months) in several sorts of atmospheric 
circulation phenomena in widely separated parts of the world (Berlage, 1957; Ebdon, 1961; 
Veryard and Ebdon, 1961 ) . 

CONCLUSION 

From these investigations it is clear that, whilst the Jan Mayen glaciers are sensItive to 
both temperature and precipitation changes, the latter have probably been the more 
important over the last 150 years. There appears to have been an upward secula: trend of 
temperature and precipitation associated with increased cyclonic activity in the northern 
parts of the Norwegian Sea, especially when the late 1920'S and 1930's are compared with 
any other time since at least 1850- 70. However, at Jan Mayen precipitation has continued 
to increase since the 1930's for reasons which cannot be completely established but are 
probably related to higher sea temperatures than formerly to the east and south. The per
centage changes of precipitation since about 1920 are very great, and the present advance of 
the glaciers on Jan Mayen is probably an exceptionally near approach to an ideal case of a 
reversal entirely attributable to the precipitation trend. 
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